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1 IEQCIEDIEEE
2 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: Good mornir.g, ladias and

3 gentlemen.

4 Today we begin to consider whether or net to

5 lift the immedia tely effectiva shutdown order that was

6 imposed by the Commission on TMI-1 in 1979. The

7 fundamental issue is do we lift the suspension now cr

8 leave the suspension in place pending completion cf

g appellate review by the Appeal Board end, as

10 appropriate, by the Commission.

11 We have a draft decision prepared by CGC and

12 CPE. However, as their cover memo noted, this decision

13 is really 3 vehicle for our discussion of the issues.

14 I don't think it would be productive to

15 conduct a line-by-line review of the draft order a t the

16 present time. However, I do believe it would be

17 appropriate to get general ree.ction to the order. I

18 supgast that OPE give us s brief synopsis of the

19 contents of the draft decision. Commissioners may have

20 questions of clarification they wish to ask.

21 Following the synopsis I suggest each of us

22 1,ndicate our tentative view of the overall issue of

23 lifting the suspension at this time. If certain

24 conditions are necessary before a Commissioner can

25 a pprove restart, if that is his inclination , than I

ALosR9oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

440 RRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 2OOM (35 M
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1 succest we try to get those out on the tabla. In this
,

2 vay I would hore to see us develop points o f agreement

3 and dissgreement.

4 If you wish to express your position in terms

5 of broad vi e vs in the draft ord e r , that would de just as

6 well. Sperific comments on the draft order that are

7 less significant or substantive I gather can be given

8 directly to OPE or C?C.
_

9 Now with this approach in mind, if there are
.

10 no otner questions or comments, I wo uld propose turning

11 the meeting over to Jack Ze rbe.

12 Jack.

13 MR. 2ERBE: We will briefly so throuch the

14 information in this very rough draft. However, before I

15 do that, Marty Malsch was plannino to make a few

16 comments about some proced u ral matters that relate to

17 TMI-1.

18 MR. MALSCH: These are really sert of a list

19 of things whirh are still pending before the Commission

20 or Appeal Board or various elements of the staff. They

21 don 't necessarily influence the rcstart decision, but

22 they could have a bearing on some of the 1snguage you
,

23 might choose to put in the decision.

24 The first one is that the Appeal Board ha s

25 issued a decision on enercency planning issues in ALA2

|

ALOW400N R0 PORTING COMPANY, INC.
1

M0 PWMT ST., N.W., WAGNINGToN, D.C. 31001 (200) 03M000 |
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1 697 and 698. tetitions fer review of tha t to the
,

2 Commission have been filed by various parties.

3 CO,5M!SEIONER GILINSKY: Have we seen that?

4 MR. YALSCH: The petitions for review or the

5 ALAEs?

6 00M"!55IONER GILINSKY: The ALAP on emergency

7 planning.

8 'R. MAL 5CH: I am sure you have ecpies, but we

9 haven't done our usual review of it yet. So you don't
.

10 have our paper.

11 Now I raise this only because in s'eme respects

12 th? ALAB da isions dif f er or * sdditional things beyond

13 whst was done by the Licensing Board. So should you

14 choose to nake the Board decisions effective you need to

15 be clear as to which decision it is that you are

16 speaking tc.

17 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: 'J a s tha t 697?

18 .YE. wALECH: ALA3 697 and 698. It is of

Ig particular importance regarding the question about the

20 EOF and the issue which the ctaff is appealino. *'e will-

21 need to aske clear exsetly what it is we are allowing to

22 go into effect.

23 CHAIRMA'i ?ALLADIN04 Is this where they come

24 out with f our hours versus one hour?

25 'R. MALSCH: Four hours versus one hour,

ALDER:*oM REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

440 FIRST ST., N.W WASNINJTON, D.C. 20001 (303) GD4300
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1 right. j;ow the licensee, I understan:!, hac cenmitted te
-

\
2 adhere to the Licensing Board restriction _ p endinc

3 further r? view, but we will need to just be clear en

4 what we are talking about la the decicion a nd I think we

5 have made an effort alons those lines in this draft.
,

6 CHAIF.HAN PALLADIh0: Well, I think that is a

7 general comment that I had when we come to the

l 8 conclusion. It is not clea r all the conditions t ha t we |

| 9 vant in that and whst has to be done before we actually

10 are going to allow it to start.

11 MB. MALSCHs Picht. It is just something we

12 have to be careful about as we go through the decision.

13 The second thing is that the staff

14 certification regarding the status of completion of

15 various items is still incomplete. We will need to make

16 clear in the decision what remains to be done by what of

17 staff certification and if any Commission review is

18 necessary we will need to specify that.

19 In that regard th e re was an earlier sort of

20 informal decision regarding deferral of some hUREG 0737

21 items. This is SECY-92-39u which was part of a ststus

22 report by the staf f on a TMI implementation of the Tf!

23 Action Plan items.

24 We ha:1 aarlier issued an order saying that the

25 Commission itself reserved the authority to modify or

ALosRsON REPORTING CoWANY,INC.

440 FIRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20001 (300 4354300

-
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1 set implementation schedules. We probably ought to make
.

2 that clear in this order also because we reserved that

3 authority as s part of our authority to decide in effect

4 on lifting effactiveness.

5 CHAI? MAN PALLADING: Which SFCY was that?

6 MR. MALSCH It was SECY-9 2-394, and there is

7 1 Chilk meio of October 19, 1982 reflecting a Commission

a majority decision to go along with deferral of five

9 items with Commission Cilinsky dissentino. That ought
.

10 to be addressed somehow or other in the lifting of

11 effectiveness.

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Let's see, those

13 exemptions have been granted?

14 MR. MALSCH4 I don 't know wh a t the exact

15 status is in terms of what the staff has done.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Does anybody know?

17 MR. MONTOOMERY: No.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: '4 h y n o t ?

gg MR. .40NTCO ERY: We haven't asked the staff.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY Could we find out?

21 MR. MONTCOMERY: Sure, we will find out.

22 COMMISSION ER ASSELSTI!;Es And one of these was

23 still open snyway, wasn't it, Marty?

24 MR. HALSCH: I think. I haven't looked at

25 them in detail.

.

A DERSON REPORTING COMPANY.INC.

440 MRST ST N.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20001 (30m GOH300
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1 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINEs I t hi n '< there w-as

2 one that was still o pe n .

3 MR. MAL 3CHs It is just that since the

4 Commission reserves its authority as a part of its

5 decision-making process on lif ting effectiveness we

6 probably ought to address it somehow in the decision

7 liftinc or whatever on effectiveness.

8 The third item is an obvious one. 'Je need t

9 reflect the status of the PANE litigation and make it

to clear that this is not actually authorizing restart. We

11 have done that or made an attempt along those lines also

12 in this draft order.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, in this order there

14 is an implication that we have got 'to wait for something

15 on PANE and I thought we don't have to do anything on

16 that.

17 dR. ZERBEs Not for this order.

18 OHAIRMAN PALLADINO Excuse me?

13 MR. ZERSE4 You don' t ha ve te wait for this

20 order.

21 CHA!PhAN PALLADISO: But this ceder gives the

22 implication that we have to wait for resolution of that

23 before we may restart and that is not right.
|

24 TR. MALSCHs Our only obligation is to give 30 !

25 days advance notice.

ALoansON REPORTING COwANY,INC.

440 FIRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. M001 (305) 408 4000
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I say that is s drafting

2 problem.

3 MR. MALSCH: We may have to look at that again.

4 Let me just mention a few other items that are

5 pending. I am sure you are avsre of most of then.

6 There are a number of items that are sort of beyond the

7 a d j udic a tion . They include the steam generator problem ,

8 and in particular an issue that is going to come up

9 regarding the need f or an. amendment to the opera ting

to license in connection with restart because of the stream

11 generator tube repair program and the possibility that

12 tha t amendment would require a prior hearing.

13 CO MMISSION ER ROBERTS: Let ce ask a quartion.

14 Is it absolutely =rystal clear there must be a license
i

15 amendment?

16 MR. MALSCH: I don't think it is. The staff

17 has advised the licensee that restart of the reactor

18 following completion of the repair prograq involves
tg several unrevievel safety questions in their preliminary

20 review. Under the regulations that would entail a

21 license amandment, but it isn't necessarily the case
I

( 22 tha t that amendment can't be issued prior to completion

23 of a hearing. Whether it can or cannot be issued prior

24 to completion of sny requested hearing depends upon

25 whether the staf f finds that these anendments involve a
:

I

i

ALDERSON N COMPANY, INC.

m mRe7 sT., N.W., WAANmGTON D.C. 2OMM (ME) GEM 000 )
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1 significant hazards considaration. The staff offered a

2 preliminsry review that they didn't, but expressed no

3 final conclusion.

4 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO Why murt tha t be treated

5 in this order?

6 MB. ZALSCH: These don't have to be treated in

7 this order. I just wanted to sort of list a number of

8 other items which the Commission might be aware of.

9 Ihst issue is essentially unresolved.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What issue?

11 MR. MALSCH: The need for an amendment to the

12 operating license prior to restart to accommoda te new

13 safety issues arising from the steam generator tube

14 repair program.

15 CHAIPMAY PALLADINO Has not the staff been

16 requiring an amendment? I quess you mentioned at Ginna

17 they required an smendment.

18 MR. MALSCH: Yes, and they have advised the

1g licensee here that they believe an amendment is

20 necessary.

21 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: But we don't have to

22 decide that as part of this.

23 *?. MALSCHa No.

24 COM'ISSICNER ROBERTS: Well ! don 't understand

25 what you said. You said it is-not absolutely clear an

ALoeReON REPOfmNG Cot #ANY,INC.

440 FIRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 230D1 (3N) M
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1 amendment is required? ' Jell you order says it is in a

2 footnote.

3 IRAIFYAN PALLADIN0s Well I don't wsnt to

4 cover that.

5 MR. MALSCH: Yy undarstandin7 is from t r.e

6 papers that I read that the staff had a p relimina ry view

7 that an amendment wss required. I believe some recent

)
8 discussions with staff have suggested that they are

e pratty murh fixed on the need for an amendment, but we

10 would need to clarify that before we made any such

11 unqualified sta temen t.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When you tsik to steam

13 generators might it not be appropriate to say there are

14 other items surh is the steam generster repair that we -

15 vant the staff to be satisfied on before the restart?

16 Ihst doesn't make a commitment ss to whether or nct an

17 amendment should te issued.

18 Y P. . MALSCH Yes. I would say if there is any

( tg question at all about the need for an amendment I

20 wouldn't include it in this order because then you micht

I 21 be binding yourt. elves to something you may later on
I

22 regret.

23 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Well as written you say

24 an amendment is required.

25 MR. MALSCH My understanding is that is based

.

ALoSRoON RSPoRTING CoWANY,INC.

440 RRST ST., N.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 31001 (34 054000
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1 on formal discussions with the staff. Unless we are

2 very clear about that, I certainly wouldn't make any

3 such commitment in the order.

4 Then there are several thinos that we are

5 working on. Th?rs is a motion pendin7 regarding ex

6 parte communications and we are going to be dealing with

7 that shortly.

8 There are some other items on which the

e Commission wanted staff briefinos when they lifted some

10 itams out of the 4ppeal Board's ordinary sua sponte

11 review and the Commission will need to decide on those.

12 CHAIPMAN PALLADIV04 What is the'ex parte

13 consideration?

14 "R. MALSCH There was a motion filed by, was -
.

15 it, Trip, UCS?
,

16 1R. ROTRSCHILD4 Yes.

17 'R. ,. A LSCH : For complaining about alleced ex*

18 parte communications between staff and Commission citing

1g a number of Commission papers and discussions which they

20 had not been privy to and we are going to be dealing

21 with th a t.

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yarty, what was the

23 item mentioned just after that, after ex parte?

24 MR. MALSCH4 In an order the Commission issued |
25 a while ago they lif ted several issues out of -- well

!

ALDWISON REPORTING COMPANY,IW.'

440 FIRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON O.C. 33001 M SED.4EOS |
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1 ths Appeal Board indicated a desire to raire several

2 issues sus sponte, including steam generator problems

3 and two or three other items. The Ccomission told the

4 Appeal Posed the Commission itself would hsndle these

5 rather tnan hsving the Appeal Board address ther sua

6 sponte and would be receiving staff br.iefings. Those

7 items are still pending. They ir.clude not only steam

8 generators but a couple of other issues.

9 Then, finally, in a March 23 rd , '81 arder the

10 Commission lifted out of the proceeding issues dealing

11 with financial qualifications, but said that the staff

12 would be following remonitoring the financial

13 qualifications of the applicant and would report to the

14 Consission of any adverse safety implications. -

15 Now that order was issued prior to the time

16 the Commission amended its financial qualification rules

17 essentially taking financial qualifica tions out as a

18 safety issue. So as things stand now it is a little

tg unclear whethat the Commission wants or doesn't want or

20 would need any kind of a staff briefing on financial

21 quslifications. It is a dangling ites.

22 CHAIRMAN PAlLADINCs 'J a s t h a t March 23rd of

23 this year?

24 MR. MAL 5CH: No, '91. These items don't

25 necesstrily have to be dealt with in this decision.

ALDOR00N REPORTWeG COMPANY,INC.

440 PIRST ST., N.W., WAW91NGTON, D.C, MW1 (MG) M
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1 They are just things that you cugh* to scrt of think

2 about as other items requiring some tn o ugh t .

3 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: Aren't there other

4 issues. We have the TLD question that the State of

5 Pennsylvania wants and we hava to decide that.

6 MR. %ALSCH Although not necessarily ar a

7 part of effectiveness. They have petitioned for

8 Commission review of the Appeal Board decision on that

9 subject. So eventually the Commission will have to

10 address that on tii merits.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Also there are a couple

12 of people, I have f orgotten whether there were three or

13 two, maybe there sre three, one of whom left and the two

14 thst the State of Pennsylvania feels ought not to be

15 involved.

16 MR. MALSCH: Yes, they made that comment as

17 part of their comments on effectiveness.

16 MR. MONTGOMEFY They made it in oral

| 19 argument, too.

20 %R. MALSCH: Yas. Now the . appeal Beard

21 decision on management competence and related issues is

22 not out yet. So presumably the Stata is not only -

23 pursuing those issues before the Commission as a part of

24 its review on ef f ectiveness, but also will be pursuing

25 them before the Appeal Board as a part of its review on

ALOWItoM REPofmMG COMPANY,INC.

440 MRST ST., N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 30001 (308) M
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1 management _ competence.

2 Ihat is 311 I have.
,

3 CHAIPMAN PALLADISO: Jack.

4 ME. ZER9E: As notet in the cover memo that

5 accompanied this draft, this is a very rough draft and

6 it is solely to provide focus for your discussing ,the
7 matter of lifting the immediate effectiveness. Clearly

3 ve would plan to reformat this document into a sliahtly

9 different order where we would give procedural

10 background on management and cheating issues as ancther

11 item, emergency pisnning as a third itam and hardware

12 separation of plants and miscellaneous itums as a *ourt h.

13 The way it is presented now it jumps around

14 between hardware and it is rather difficult to reed, but

15 it was that way because of an earlier thought on how we

16 would format it, but after readinc it over we felt that

17 we did definitely have to modify that. However, in

18 coing through it today I will keep with the order we

19 have in the document so that we won't get contured and

20 hopefully you won't.

21 We have sttached here information fron
22 Commission Gilinsky's office. I recognize that it is

23 draf t information and not necessarily a position of

24 Commissioner Gilinsky. We di1 solicit coements from

25 various Commissioners and that was one of them. 'ie

ALDER 8cN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 didn?t get too nasy cot.ments, but that was One that we

2 did get and we added it in here, the hardware iters, and

3 what is the status of effecting those hardware item

4 modifications for your information.
|

5 The Commission should consider whether you
,

6 want to have them included in the hardware issues. Some

7 of them would change what were decisions by the Board on

8 what should be done before initial start-up and what

g should be done afterwards. So I think you would have to

10 add ress those and decide which ones you would want to

11 in:1ude.

12 CHAIEMAN DALLADINO: But you said ycu hadn't

13 gotten much so far. I just caught up with them last

14 night. So I hope we have a chance to vive cor.ments

15 still.

16 MR. ZERBEs Yes. Well going into the document

17 as you have it before you, the first 12 or 13 pages are

18 basically backcround information that discusses first

to the order that, let's say, you would remove the

20 immediate effectiveness and then a number of paves on

21 the background of the various decisions and partial

) 22 decisions by the Board.

23 It covers the first two orders that came out

24 of the Appeal Poard. It discusses the items that came

25 up by the parties in the cise and then, finally, on page

ALosRSON REP 0fmNG COMPANY,INC.
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k0 it starts into the decision and the reiteratine1

2 statements that have been in previous documents that the

3 Commission must d9eide whether the concerns which

4 prompted the original immediate effectiveness suspension

5 order justify a continuation of that suspension durinc

6 tha period that the Appeal Board and the Commission are

7 reviewing th e merits of the licensing Doard decision.

8 If the Commission determinas that its concerns

9 have been resolved, then legally you should lift the

10 immediste effectiveness order.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Jack, before you get to

12 page 10, and I am not trying a page-by-page suage stion ,

13 it would be helpful if screwhere in the first couple of

14 pages there was a summary of the concerns that existed -

15 in 1979 when the order was lifted.

16 MR. ZERBE You mean a licting of the items

17 that have been identified before?

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINC4 Or naybe a paragraph

te summary.

20 MR. ZERnE4 Ckay. That is not in here right

21 now.

22 CHAIRMA'i PALLADINO: As a matter of fact,

23 while I am making that suggestion, I found that it would

24 have been helpful to me in reading this if when

26 :onditions were attached to partial initial decisions,

|
-wom co o.
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1 fcr example, the ten items of the conditio7, if there

2 would have been an attachment that said here are the

3 condicions that were attach ed. Do you follow me?

4 MR. ZERCE: No. You mean when they were

5 decided by the Board?

6 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO There were partial

7 initial decisions where the Board said we go along with

8 res ta rt subject to ten conditions. Well, I didn't have

9 them in front of ie.

10 MR. ZERPE: You mean added conditions above

11 and beyond the conditions ---

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINC: Whatever conditions the

13 Board said applied to their decision would be nice

14 either in the document or in an attachment we list the

15 ten, and then there was another place where there were

16 four, just to have them handy because it will help us '

17 when we come to identify at the end wha t conditions we

18 wsnt to see met before its restart.
,

19 R. ZE95E We could have those in sn appendix

20 just as well as havin7 them in tha openine.

21 CHAIPMAN PALLADINC Yes, I think an appendix

22 would be fine. Just so they have a handy reference.

23 But go ahead.

24 MR. ZERBEa Well, OPE believes that the

25 conditions had met to remove the immediate effectiveness

ALosneON REPOfmMG COMPAM,INC.
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1 orders previously put out by the Commission. 8.11 of the

2 documentation that OPE has issued over tha lact year and

3 a half or so is consistent with what up are sayinc now,

4 and of course that thing had been delayed some time

5 because of the various issues that have ccTe up. The

e last one I guess is the cheating issue.

7 Etsrting then on pags 14 we identify the major

8 items that we addressed in the document, the mangement

9 competence and integrity, amergency pisnning, the issue

10 of cheating, which, as I mentioned earlier, when we

11 reformat this document we would put the chea ting issue

12 up with the management aree because it pertains to that.

13 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE But you would still

14 keep it as a separate item.

33 MR. ZERBE4 We could keep it separate because

16 it was obviously a very important and separate item, but

17 probably in tha format we would have it in the area

18 where the uanagement concerns were.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADIFOs Before you go on, en page

20 13 I think somo drafting attention needs to be given to

| 21 the last few sentences above the footnotes. It says
i

| 22 "There a re several issues outside the scope of this
i

23 p ro ceedi ng such as steam generator tube problems and a

24 psychological stress, issue that must be resolved prior

25 to any restart," and it implies that the psychological

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 stress has to be resolved.

2 MR. MAL 3CE: Yes, that is a littla misleading

3 and we need to correct tha t.

4 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think the footnote

5 is pretty clear.

6 MR. ZERPE: It is in th'a court.

7 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: I know, but sometimes the

8 people don't read the footnotas.

9 MR. MALSCH4 That is richt. I mean it does

10 suggest that we are actually are coing to resolva it on

11 the merits, which is what we tried to avoid.

12 COMMISSIONER ASSELS!INE: Pisht.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Go ahead , Ja ck.

14 MR . 7ER BE: ' Jell the other item that we

15 : overed here is the separation of the two plants.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now on pace 16 you use

17 words and I occasionally see this elsewhera. In the

18 middle of the page where it says "For immediate

19 eff ectiveness purposes the Commission therefore acce;ts

20 the Board's favorable findine en management." Those

21 words "for immediate effectiveness purposes" made it

22 sound like we haven't made a decision.

23 MR. ZEREE: Your decision on immediate

24 effectiveness is not necessarily your final decision on

28 starting the plant up. As a res111t of subsacuent

.
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1 reviews of the merits'that will take place after you

2 could conceivably. change your position and reversa

3 yourself. If you say you start up now, you could

4 ultimately say I have redecided.

5 Take, for instance, the case, and this is one

6 that might be' confusing, it was to me I knov, on the

7 Special Masters esse here compared to the Ecard, you

8 know, we say you aren't making a final decision. The

9 de'ision you would be making by removing the immed ia te

to effectivenss now is in a preliminary way your feeling

11 would be that the Board was righ t and tha t they made the

12 right decision relative to the issue that the Special

13 Masters differed from the Board. However, that can be

14 reversed 11 tor on when the full merits reviews are -

15 available.

16 COMPISSIONER GILINSKY: Say that again. !

17 mea n isn ' t this the time to consider these questions?

18 MR. 7ERBE4 Well this is why I am bringing it

19 up because of the words in here. It is kind of tricky I

20 think.
21 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s There are a few times

22 where words like this appea r.

23 3R. TERBEs This is e preliminary feeline that

24 one would have on the case. It doesn't mean tha t if new

25 information became available ---
1

l
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1 00MMISSIGNER GILINSKY k'e l l , but en the basis

2 of the information the Commission has up to now w e will

3 be making a decision.

4 MR. ZERBE .That is right.

5 COM"ISSIONER GILINSKY: It isn't for the

6 purposes of this. It is for the purposes of that. You
_

7 are either approving or disa pproving.

8 MR. ZERSEs That is right. If you didn't

g believe that it wss right, you shouldn't ---

10 COMMISSIGNER GILINSKY: Now if somethino comes

11 up tomorrow, that is another matter. It is always

12 another matter.

13 ME. ZERBE4 That is right. That is the only

14 point.

15 MR. MALSCH Well, it is almost that. The

16 only difference is that when the Commission originally

17 launched this whole hearing it made clear that its

18 effectiveness decision would have no bearing at all on

is its late r me rits review .

20 One thing we have to make clea r is wha tever

21 conditions we ---

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Well, that is true in

23 all of these cases, that is right. You can still go

24 over the same ground and take briefs and review all the

25 material all over again.

MR. 'ALSCH: That is right.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY. But in terms of

ALoeRSoN REPORTING CoWANY,INC.
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1 turning the plant on the Commission is saying we have ;
1

2 reviewad the materisl and this is our current view.

3 M3. ZEREEs Ihat is right.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And I think it has to be

5 more definitive than this implies.

6 MR. ?ERBE: That is the current view that you

7 sho uld n ' t remove it. -

8 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: Well, this is especially

g important because managemen t competence was one of the

10 specific issues that was of concern to the Commission

11 and one of the reasons I believe tha t they wanted to

12 explore it as part of lifting the shutdown order. So

13 the weasel word here I think would be wrong.

14 MR. 7EEEEs What page are yet talking about?

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADISCs We are looking at the

16 middle of page 15, the last sentence in the first

17 paragraph. I think we ought to clearly indicate whethe r

18 our doubts have been all resolved or any doubts tha t we

19 may have.

20 MR. MAL 9CHs I think the best solution rather

21 than sort of, you know, placa weasel words at strategic

22 locations th roughout the opinion is to explain once up

23 front what the nature of the review is that the

24 Commission is conducting and then not thereafter

25 consider weasel words.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 CH alp V. AN PALLADINO: If you just said the

2 Co.i mi ssion therefore accepts the Board 's f a vora ble

3 finding on management, that probably would ---

.

4 MR. MALSCH. Now one thing we have to be

5 careful on, and that is since this isn't the final

e merits review whatever conditions the Commission itself
'

7 tight choose to lipose as a condition of lifting

8 effectiveness will not necessarily survive the later

g merits review. So we have to be careful in tracking the

10 merits review to be sure that that incorporates

11 conditions acceptable to the Commission.

12 Let's suppose the Licensing Board imposed, I

13 don't know, 25 conditions. Let's suppose tha Commission

14 decided it wanted to impose an additional 5 conditions
,

15 as a part of its review on lifting effectiveness and it

16 imposed th em in its order lifting effectiveness. It

17 wouldn't it all be clear that once the complete review

18 process was completed, yoa know, Appeal Board decisions

1g and the Commission decisions on the merits review and

20 the entire record, if as a result of the review of the

21 entire record following briefs and arguments and

22 everytning else nothing further was said about those

23 five additional conditions, it wouldn't at all be clear

24 that they remain because they were imposed as a specific

25 condition of allowing restart pending completion of

.
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1 there further reviews.

2 So one thing to keep in mind is as the merits

3 review progresses is to keep track of these license

4 conditions and make sure that when the final decision on

5 the merits comes down before the Comnission it has got

6 all the conditions that it wants.

CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: Rell, that is why I think7 -

8 at the end in our conclusions we ought to be pretty

9 elear what conditions we are imposing.

10 HP. F.AL3CH: Your suggestion that we list the

11 conditions is helpful.

12 CH AIP.M AN PALLADINO Those that came out of

13 the Board, but those may or may not be the sum total of

14 everything that we asked for.

15 MR. F.ALSCH That is right.

16 CHAIRMAY PALLADIV0 Or we may not ask for

17 some of them also. But your suggestion of explaining

18 what the immediate effectiveness order is comewhere up

gg f ront so tha t we don 't have to put all these

20 " preliminary" and "for immediate ef f ectiveness purposes"

21 phrases in is good.

22 5R. MALSCH: One problem wi th doing that you
I

23 will inevitably leave it out in a couple of places and 1

24 people will draw implications that, gee, they didn 't

25 mea n it here and they meant it there, or they are soft

As.osRsoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 on this and firm on this and you end up with problems

2 when you do that.

3 2R. ZERBEs 'J e l l , just below that ! tem 1, page

4 15 then we discuss the emergency planning and conclude

5 that the issues have been addressed and that from the

6 point of view of emergency planning the immediate
.

7 effectiveness could be removed..

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Somewhere along the line

9 here there were Pennsylvania conditions and I don't
i

10 remember them all.

11 MR. ZERBE Well they were issues up on page

12 11.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We are going to ha ve to

14 make some decisions that nobody else has made yet on the

15 TLBs, of vnether or not we want those specified

16 individuals still working thero.

17 ZR. ZER?Es Well of course the Appeal Board

18 upheld the Board thst you didn't need the TLBs.

1g Technically we agree with that. I think it wculd be a

20 political is. sue, pa rticularly since one of the other

21 plants and Sucquehanna appsrently uses TLBs.

22 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well, correct me if

23 I am wrong, but in that one didn't we also decided for

24 purposes of imme,diate effectiveness t h a t. they weren't

25 required, but after that they went ahead and the utility

.
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1 voluntarily provided them?

2 MR. ZERPE: Yes. Is it not the same that GPU

3 has a connection with that plant, too?

4 COMMISSIONER ASSE LSTINE: No, not with the

5 utility. There would be a difference because

6 volun ta rily the utility has provided them in that case.

7 MR. KENNEKE: There is a generic implication

8 in whatever decision you aske.

9 CO M M ISSIO N ER ASSELSTINEs That is richt.

10 CHAIBMAN PALLADIN0s Jack, would it not be

11 helpful in the next co-around on this to pick out items

12 that are so specific that we ought to really decide

13 whether or not we want to go with the Board or go

14 somewhe re dif f erent, for example, the TL3s and people

15 workino, the Pennsylvania condition.

18 MR. ZER9Es You mean to pick them out in the

17 document or to pick them out ---

18 CH AIPM AN PALLADINO No, for working by the

19 Commission.

20 MR. YENNEKE If you would list the decisions.
.

21 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO Yes. Eo we can actually

22 say yes, we do want TLu s or no, we don't requira them,
,

23 or otherwise we are liable to have ---
24 MB. KENNEKE. It would be lost in the draft.

25 CFAIPMAN PALLADIN0s Ihst is ri7nt.

.
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1 "R. ZEFEE: While we are on that, then the

2 next item on that page 11 was those three individuals

3 that the State addressed and the Boards identified, you

4 know, that the penalties had been issued and they had no

5 cause to want to remove the two that are still there

6 from the staff.

7 CH AIRM AN PALLADINO: I wasn't trying to make a

8 de:ision of whether or not I agreed with them, except

9 that is one that we ought to specifically pull out and

10 see if the Commission vants to do anything different

11 from what the Boacds recommented.

12 CCdMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes, I agree.

13 TR. ZER3E: We say no reason to differ with

14 the Board on that issue.

15 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE. I am not sure I

16 agree with that. I agree that we ought to discusr it.

17 (Laughtar.)

18 MR. ZERSE: I am back on page 17, unless you

19 have more questions on those earlier pages. This issue

20 I think was discussed on the bottom there in earlier

21 conversation here, but the Appeal Board dif fered with

22 the Licensing Board on the manning of the EOF and that

23 is discussed here.

24 Subsequently ,later on we wrote it as if the

25 Commission would choose to want to go with the Licensing

.
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1 Board rather than the Appeal Board on this issue at this

2 ti e and say that the EOF should be minned after the

3 first hour rather than four hours in the control room.

4 You might choose to want to ssy that differently, or you

5 may not agree with that, but that would be our

6 rerommendation. 3

7 CHAI? MAN PALLADINOs Have we actually decided

8 to stay tha portion of the ALAB 698 which relates to

g the ---

10 MR. ZER9E. No.

11 MR. KENNEKL We are putting words in your

12 2 o u th thera.

13 1R. ZERBEs You would do it in this order.

14 1R. MONTGOMERYa This would be one of those

15 specific issues you have asked us to put on a list to

16 make a decision about.

17 MR. KENNEKE: We have assumed that you would

18 not approve the TLBs and we have assu ed you would

1g support a one-hour EOF requirement.

20 MR. ZERBEs Well, on page 22 we talk about

21 the ---

22 ~HAIPMAN P ALL AhI'704 If you are going to jump

23 tha t fa r ahead, in the page 18 to 19 range, and I am not

24 going to pick up details, but in this area you have

25 " preliminary" again. What the Commission must say is

.

.
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1 tha t the concerns which prompted the immediately

2 effective shutdown order have been resolved and I don 't

3 think we want to have preliminary in there. Let me find

4 it.

5 MR. IER?E: That was one I had talked about

6 earlier.

7 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: The discussion on

8 hardware on page 20 is rather thin , the middle paragraph.

g MR. ZERBE: Well, there are other areas in

10 here. We are going to pull all the hardware together.

11 CHAIRMA4 PALLADINO: Fine.

12 MR. ZERBE4 It was taken up in this case

13 because the Board had talked about hardware and said

14 that hardware issues are in place, and then it was taken

15- up later on because some of the parties bro ught up

16 hardware and we discussed it under what the parties had

17 said. But we will put that all together.

18 OH AIRM Ah* PALLAD!aOs Then en page 21 ycu have

to again in the first full paragraph, the last sentence, it

20 says "for immediate effectiveness purposes," and this

21 is the same kind of question.

22 MR. Z ERBE Right, and we have got hardware in

23 the re .

24 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s What is that?

25 MR. ZERBE4 That next pa ragra ph again flips

.
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1 bark to essentially hardware.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINC Well, I was lookinc in

3 the middle of that next paracraph and it says "Pendino

4 Appeal Board resolution of this issue." I don't know

5 that that has anything to do with it. I think you ought

6 to just leave that phrase off and just say the

7 Conmission agrees that reasonable assurance exists that

8 the public health and safety can be adequately

g protected, or whatever.

10 MR. ZERBEs Okay, that is the same issue we

11 had before.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO. Then on page 22 to 23 you

13 have " preliminary view," you have " preliminarily," and

14 there are a whole lot of these preliminaries that I

15 think give the same problem as the others, and then I

16 will drop that.

17 1R. ZERPE: Yes. But in that area we are

18 talkin; about the comments of the va rious parties and

Ig the fact that they have been reviewed by the Comnission.

; 20 COMMISSIONER RCBERT54 '4h e re a r e yo u , o n th'e

21 bottom of page 23?

22 MB. IERBEa I am not there yet, but ge ahead.

23 Yes, I am at 23 now.

24 COMMISSIONER FCBFFT54 Can you explain to me

25 the meaning of consistent, arbitrary and capricious

.
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1 onclusions? Is consistent an adjective that nodifies

2 conclusions or were the conclusions consist ently

3 a rbit ra ry and capricious?'

4 MR. 7ERBEs Wait a minute.

5 MR. VENNFKEa We are still trying to find

6 you. Where are y3u?

7 COM"ISSIGNER ROPERTS: Page 23, the last

8 paragraph, first sentente.

9 MR. KEVNFKE: I don't see that.

10 MB. 7ERBEt I dcn't see that on mine.

*

11 MR. KENNEKEs Have we got a different vorsion?

12 C0hMISSIONER ROBERTSs It beats me. I an on

13 pace 23, the last paragraph with regard to the Licensing

14 Board July 27th ---

15 MR. MONTGCMERY: It is at the top of page 24
,

16 on the other paper, the first sentence on the top of

17 page 24 I see where you are at.

18 MR. 2ER9Et Have ycu got a different version?

19 MR. MONTGOMERY 4 He msy still have th e

20 advanced version. There was an advance copy and then

21 the SECY copy.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What kind of advanced

23 copy are you tsiking about? Wha t is this sdvanced copy

24 you are talking about?

28 MR. MONTc0MERY: It was an advance ccpy that

ALogneON REPOfmMG COWANY.INC.
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1 war provided the day before the SECY paper came out. It

2 did not have the standard SECY headino on it.
_

3 CHAIPMAN PALLADIN0s That is the advantsge of

4 not reading the preliminary stuff ---

5 00MMISSIONEP ROSEPTSt 'a'h s t d i d you say, that

6 is the advantage of not reading th e ---

,

7 (Lsuchter.)

3 (Simultaneous conversations -- Inaudible.)

9 "0MMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Are you sure you

10 don't just have a typo on that, that is an arbitrary and

11 espricious conclusion?

12 *R. 53NIGOMERYa Yes, sir, right.

13 MR. ZERBEa " Inconsistent," that ceems like a

14 typo.

15 00MMISSIONEP ASSELSTINE4 Cr consistently.

16 MR. MONTCOMERY: One or the other.

17 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Msybe they were

18 consistently arbitra ry and capricious.

19 MR. MONTGOMERY 1 I don't know if that is s

20 quote. Ic that a quote?

21 COMMISSIONER ROEFRTSs I don't know.

22 MR. ROTHSCHILDs 'de will check it out.

23 (Laughter.)

24 CHAIRMAP PALLADING4 On the botton of page 23,

26 again it give me the feeling that we are soft on our

ALoanson nepontmo conapany, me.
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1 decision. At the bottom of page 23, the second to the

2 last line it ssys "Is of such msonitude as to cuccest

3 that the Commission not lift The word"
. . . .

4 "suggest" asybe you vsnt "justif y" or " require" a

'
5 mandate. The sense I was getting ic that we really

a weren't sure of our decision.

7 MR. 2ER9Es We should not be vessaly like that.

s COMMISSIONER GILINSXYa Well, it ought to

9 reflect what the Commission thinks.

10 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: Yes, that is richt.

11 MP. ?ERBEs That is right.

12 00MMISSIONER CILINSKYa If the Commirsion

13 f eels positive, it ought to be positive. If the

| 14 Cosmission feels vessel wording ---

16 (Lauchter.)

to OHAIRMA'I PALLADIN0s If you read the whcle

17 sentence though it cays "Altboudh long-tere

is uncertainties remain concernino finsi resolution of some

it of the issaes estcod by UCS, there is no taennical issue

20 where the uncertainty is of such maonitude as to justify

21 the Commission not lift the immediate effectivenent."

22 45. ?ER9Es We are still talking on page 2u of
,

23 the issues that were brou7ht up by the parties and

24 presumably dispensing with them reistiva to the

23 tamedis te ef fectiveness. '4e are ecsontially stating

ALOGROON REPORf200 00MPANY.INC.
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1 that those isrues are of not sufficient sutrtance to

2 provent removing immediate effectiveness.

3 OHAITMAN PALLADIN0a Are you on page 25 yet?

4 .45. IER9Es I am on page 1 now.

5 OHAIP'AN PALLADIV0 Well, in the middle of
|

e 25, the last sentonce in the last full paragraph sa ys
,

7 "W3 will rensider the matter during our merits review." .

I a Now let me ask a question. It is my understanding the

9 Appeal Pcstd msy to the marits review and we may or msy

10 not choose to review that.

11 003*ISSIONER GILINSXYa Just so.
|

12 MB. MALSCH: Yes, we probably shouldn't.'

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, "We will consider

14 satters during our merits review."

15 MP. M3NTCOMERY: Thst is s drafting mistake.

16 I ran spesk for that with certainty.

17 'P. *ALSCHs That could be read ss s
.

13 commitment to actually take it up on the me rits cido.

13 03MP.ISSIONER GILINSYY: You know, I have a

20 ses11 suggestion that somewhere in the becinning you
I

21 exrlain to people what an effectiveners review is and'

22 whet a merits review is. I am sure that no, one will

23 understand, and for the Commission sftar this long
;

24 process to be talking about a merits review off in the
.

23 future is going to at least raise eyebrows and will

ALOWIGON REPORTWee COMPAt#, Nec.
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1 probably make recole reach for some im ple e.e nt .

2 (Laughter.)

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And make it clear new so

4 tha t even the Commissioners could explain it to semebody

5 else. I maan a non-legal Commissioner.

6 (Laughter.)

7 CHAI?'AV PALLADINO: On page 25 under

a " Conclusions," when I bas all through I wesn't sure what

9 ,it was that we were acreeing to, except the restart, and

10 I think we aucht to spell out either by listing or by

11 reference the things that we are putting as conditions

12 for restart, the things we want done before restart and

13 the things we want done after. For example, it says "In

14 conclusion the Conmission should reviaw all the material

15 before it in the esse of the concerns which prompted the

16 immediate effectiveness. The cri7inal shutdown orders

17 vill be satisfied when the NRC staff is able to make the
is required ce rtifications tha t va rious items have be,en
19 completed."

20 3hould we not identify items that we

21 specifically want to make sure they cartify? ! raise

22 that as s question? "Th,e Commission therefore locally

23 must lift the immediate effectiveness of the shutdown

24 order during the sppellste review of the Licensinc Board

23 decisions. Accordingly, the immedia te effectivenass of,

;

ALDWIGON REP 00mHG COMPANY,INC,
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1 the shutdown order is lif ted subject to staff

2 certification. The Commission emphasizes, however, that

3 the decision does not authorize TMI-1 to restart nor'is

4 it to prejad ica the agency merit reviews of the

5 Licensino Bosed d? cision."

6 I don't know how the other Commissioners f eel,

7 but it sessed to se that ---

a MR. ZERDE: You would like to list

g specifically all the items that ---

10 CHAIRMA'$ PALLADI.V04 Well, let me raise it as

11 a question. Somehow I wasn't sure when I was all

12 through. if I voted for this I wasn't sure what I was

13 voting for. That wss my feeling.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let me ask you this.

15 Is it your intention to put out this or some version of

16 this dccument on December ~ 10th?

17 CH4IPMAN PALLADINO: I would expect so.

18 COMMISSICNER GILINSEY: That is shat we are

is driving for?

20 CHAIF EAN P ALLADINO: Yes, that is what we are

21 driving for, plus perhaps Joe Fouchard might put cut a

22 press release as well.
,

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa He doesn't put out

24 press releases.
,

25 OHAIPMAN PALLADINO I an sorry. He will

ALoeRooN REPoMWG CoWAW, WC.
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1 prepare a press release for us.
.

2 Well, any other comments or questions?

3 (No resoonse.)

4 CHAIEMAN P ALL ADI.'t C : Well ncv what is going to

5 be the procedure? Incidentally, ! have other little

6 nits.

7 MR. ZER?E4 I guess we should address wha t you

8 would intend to do with the hardware items here that

9 have been attached for your consideration. Some of
.

10 these aren't addrasced at the moment in the items under

11 the effectivnbss as they originally were. So we would

12 have to add those and maybe that would be included in

13 your item there, Mr. Chairman, you know, at the end of

14 things that you would want to include that would have to

15 be done prior to restart.
,

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADIV0s Well, if I understand

17 Commissioner Gilinsk y's list , these are items you want

18 to install or modif y prior to ---

19 ?R. 2ERBEt I don't know that they are

20 Commissioner Gilinsky's. His of fice a t least sent these.

21 CHAIRMAY PALLADINos But these are items that

22 you wan t to install or modify prior to restart, and I
,

23 think some of these items ---

24 MR. ZEREE: Some of them will be done and we

25 have identified tnose.

6
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1 00 YISS!CN ER GILINSKY: This is a list we put

2 together. They are certainly items we are interested in

3 and wanted to know the sta tus of.

4 MR. ZERBE Right. The items that are

5 identified that will be completed now in the way things

6 are scheduled by the licensee, ite?.s 2, 3, 4 and 7 I

7 think we have identified will be done by the restart.

8 CHAI9 MAN PALLADIN0s Now you say they will be

g done. Is that voluntary, or is that somethino the staff
.

10 has ---

11 MR. ZERBEs Well, it is agraed to by the ---

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO These are commitments?

13 MR. MONTGCMERY: It is a commitment. *he only

14 quslifiestion is that is assuming that the restart

15 occurs when it is supposed to and there aren't slippsges

16 in the schadule.

17 COMFISSIONER GILINSKY: And supposed to is

18 when?

Ig OR. MON!GOMERYa Supposed 'co, we were talking

20 about April, the and of Yarch or the first of April for

21 restart.

22 CHAIPMAN PALLADINCa But if it slips it might

23 be more is what you are saying.

24 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINEa The commitment in

25 any event is to do those items you just indicated before

ALDARSON RSPORTING COMPANY,INC.

440 FIRST ST., N.W WASHINGTON. D.C. 2001 (3001054000
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1 restart; is th t ccreect?

2 1R. ".ONT00MERY: No. The commitment, if I

3 remember correctly, is to a specific iste, March 31st.

4 Tha t is why the qualifier. For exampla, if restart were

5 to be capable a month earlier and they were given

6 permission, then that might not holi.

7 COM?ISSIONEF ASSEL3 TINES So it isn't a

a commitment to do them by restart?

9 "R. MONTGOMEPYa By restart, no.

CHAk? MAN PALLADIN0s But 2, 34 and10 ---

11 MR. ZERBE4 2, 3, 4 and 7.

12 MR. MILHCAN Excuse me. Item No. 7 is a

13 SECY-1118 item, Bag. Guide 197 and all the

14 instrumentation. That would require considersble time

15 to install all tha t instrumentation, but you had decided

18 that one on SECY-111B, the guidance.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa So 7 drops out of the

18 list.

Is MR. LERBEa 7 is dropped out of it.

20 COMMI3SIONER OILINSKYs So we hav e 2, 3 and u?

21 MR. ZERBE4 Yes. Our cover letter then is in

22 error. 'Je had 2,34 and 7

23 Items 1 and 11 I guess they are Feheduled to

24 be done at the first refueling?
,

25 00MFISSIONER GILINSKYa Didn't the Appeal

ALDWISoM RWoRTING COMPANY,INC.

440 PIRST ST., N.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 2001 (308) GD4000
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1 Bosrd say that 11 had to be done before ---
.

2 MR. MONTGOMERY I don 't think thay have

3 gotten tbst far yet. I think what they did war they

4 succested they were going that way and have asked for

5 001*ents and thay hsva gotten some responses back yet

6 but we haven't see all of them.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Well, I guess I am a

a little surprised that your list here doesn't reflect the

9 Appeal Board 's action.
.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well let me ask Marty a

11 question. Is the Appest Poerd 's s: tion on serits revie w?

12 M P . !' A LS CM s Yes.'

13 COMMISSIONER ASSELFTINE But it is not

14 complete yet.

15 MR. MALSCHs It is not complete, no.

16 OHAIPMAN PALLADINO: I am just trying to

17 unterstand. Now we are in the process of an immediate

18 effectiveness review. I will ask it in a very naiva way.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSXYa We sre r.ot required to.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Are we required to look

21 at the ALAB decisions on marits?

22 MR. MALSCH4 If the Appeal aoard has rerdered

23 a final decision on the merits, that is what you are

24 making effective.

28 MR. ZERSE: If you don 't change it.

ALoeRSON REPORm00 cot #ANY. WdC.
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1 MR. ALFCH This is a preliminary review. I.

2 mean the Commicsion could icok at it snd think abcut it

3 and decide whethat it wishes to speak to that 1 cue

4 itself in its effectiveness review, but I don't think it

5 is required.

6 MR. KEvNEKEa Wo did do that on the emergency
,

'

7 planning things. So I think it is a valid question.

i 8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, you are right.

9 C035ISS!04ER ASSILSTIVE: But that was an A1AE

10 final decision.

11 M9. KEN 4FKE4 Tha t is richt, but again they

12 are raisins a valid question.

13 OHAIRMAN PALLADI40s But as it stands now do

14 we have a commitment from the licensee to install the

15 vent valves on the candy canes durino the first

is refueling?

17 MR. MONTGOMERY: Yes. The committent ir to do

ja it then esther thsn prior to restset. Th s t is richt.

to CHAIRMAtt PALLADINO And wa have permiscion

20 from the spolicant to aske modifiestion to the dacsy

21 heat removal system during the first refueling?

22 MR. TE99Es Yes.

23 COM.YISSIONER GILINSKYa Now all sorts of let's

24 say items which vs have gotten into the habit of

2g scheduling on the basis of refuelings and sea.getting

ALoanson nepomes conemw,wec.
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1 getting done in other plante just bacause * bey tre

2 opersting nave gotten put off here because the licans**

3 has taken advantage of that way of framing the echadulen

4 sni have just put them off barause he his not been

a o pe ra ti ng. So his first refueling in vsy off in the

e future.

7 I thins on the high point vents, snd I ca n't

a remember whether it is the high-point venta or the level

i e meters, but one of them just sbout Jverybody has done.

10 .tR. ZERSE: The level motet hasn't --- -
;

11 00MMTSSIONER GILINSKYa It would be the

i 12 high-point vents I guess, or at least there van soma
'

13 o*her item which essentisily everyone had tone and they

14 a re still goino by thic extra fuelino. Sc what is

is happening is that the very plant which caused the

is interest in the item that caused us to decide that this
17 is a terribly important thing and needs to he put in is

i

13 the one thst is tsking the loncest time and it han taken

is advantaga of every loop hole to do thst. Now in thtt

20 something you want to go along with?

21 OHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s '4 h y t r e they puttine this
'

22 off to the first refueling, Jack, or does anybody know?

23 MR. 1ERBE6 I don't know.

24 CHAIR"AN PALLADIN04 Is thin sczething where

2g you have to drill into the. pipes?

|

,

|

ALasnoonneposmoso causew,see.
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1 MR. *ILHCANs Excuse me, 't. Chairman. In the

. 2 licensee's response to the Appeal Board ceder they

3 injicated that they were ostting the hsedware on site by

4 tha end of the year, but to do all the installation and
f

5 the procedtsres for the innta11a tion it would tske them a -

e considersbie len7th of timo. I think that they uce
,

| 7 double shifts. It wac four months I believe. I don't
.

8 reiember the time f rame, but they see octting the

9 hardware on site and the installation in ooino to take a

10 considerable lenoth of time.

11 00MMISSIONER OILINSKY: Do you know what the

12 ststus is with other plants? I have this somewhere, but

13 I ion't have it in front of me.

14 .15. MILHOANs No, I don't know.

j ts 00M*ISSIONER OILINSXYs Do you know the dooree

is of installation across the country of this item?

17 MR. OE9BEs I to not.

te MR. 'ILHOANs We can find out for you.

to OHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But I gather this

so involves penettsting the pipe. Thay would have to build

21 up some strengthenino in the area.

22 MR. 'ILHOANs And runninc enbles.

33 OHAIPMAN PALLADINot And what?

34 MR. MILH0AN; Running cablen to the control

3e room. .

|
msensenassemne sownw.ms,

ass ener er, m w, wasumeron, s.o. uset seen seems
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| i

i OHAIF'A% PALLADIN0s Let me ask you, is there i

l

2 a facility now where they only put on the vent valves or '

|

3 to they have to actually drill in or get in to the pipe
[

4 and make a hole that cets vent? Do you follow me? !
'

e MP. "IL90ANs I a m nocry, I didn't hear your

e question.

y OHAIRMAN PALLADIV04 In there a hole up there

a now?

e MR. MILHOANs I don't know.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I think there in

11 because weren't they going to go in during the accident
5

12 and isn't that the place that they were going to open up

13 a vent? Does anybody know?

14 'R. MONTCOMERY I $on ' t.

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADI:40s Can we find out a littla
: t

| to more about it?

17 MR. ZERBEa We will find out tne status of

is th9t.
,

to CHAIRMAN PALLADIN0s Whether thic involtes

|
30 penetettin7 the pipe or whether it in just puttini on

21 valven on an existing penetration.

| 33 MR. MILHOANs I have got the detsils if you
|
| gg care to go through them. Under here it cayr "Tirrt of
i

34 all, the engineering ef forts were initiated in Cecember

'

se of '80. The dattiled design and encinwering is expected

ALSet00e6 flWORfWIG 000el4NV.We$.
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I to be completed in January of '83 with issusnee o*

'

2 en2ineerini des 411gs. ;

3 "Conrtruction of all elemente of the vent

4 system will take approximataly six ?onths if one shif t

5 per day is utilized. If two shifts at. utill:ed it
'

e would taka four months. "'he earliest expected ,

7 completion would te Fay of 1993.

a "The construction effort associated with

! e insta11stian is tsarosed of tha following elementsa
;

j 10 Installation of approximately 100 feet of piping and

i
11 tsnocisted piping supports mounting of four selonoid

r

! 12 operated valves; four hydrostatic test valres and four

: 13 block valvans mounting of two differential pressure
t 9

! 14 tegnesitters; two orities flow devicas and two ruptura

! 13 discs; installation of a platform on top of the
f

i te secondary shied vt11 O ring under which elsetrical

17 cables will be run. Under electrical installa tion,
1

j to instt11stion of 120 seismic ctble supports with snehar

to bolts."
,

30 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa I don't hant to ;

l 21 interrupt this if the Chairran wants to hear it, but

33 somehow or other other plants are putting these thinge ,

se in and it is required in all plants and my impression is

34 tha t a lot of them have thes,in already. I would be '

33 interested to know what the gnsvar is.

!
t

>
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t OHAIPF.Ah PALLADINos P.y question van a little

2 more direct. Is there a hole there or 19n't thera?

|
3 (Lauchter.)

4 HAIP'A4 PALLADIN0s I think it maker a !
i

8 significant difference. If I have to co in and drill a .

!
e hole and loing it after you have got more radioactivity

7 in thern ---

| 4 MP. TEPPEa You mean you think there m13ht he
1

i e a flanget t

|
l to CH AIPd AN P ALL ADD 0 s That is what I am trying i

:
$ 11 to find out. Could we check that? '

P

It 'R. ZER8Ea Yes, we will check that.

13 HAIPMA1 PALLADI10 Because it might )

14 influence whether you want to do it before you get the

te piece contatinited or not.
;

to CH AIPL' AN P ALLADINCa Now how about the other

17 items on this ling.

to 12. *ERREa ' dell, item 1 a nd item 1 are items
.

i

to tha t are unscheduled and we have pendine NRC action on

30 SECY-62-111.

21 OHAIRMAN PALLADI4Cl Which one dis thatt

33 Which ones are those?
'

as FB. ZERPEt That was S nni a, cosplete the

34 control room design review and install the safety

gg pesninent lispiny psnni.

.

f

| aumneenmenserweecoupesw,me,

| ese ener et., mw.. wasuneven, e a men sua amens

|
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1 CHAIPMA9 PALLADINOs Whit is thtt waitino f or ? !

! 2 MP. 7EPPEs Well NPC setion under SECY-a2-111
|

| 3 COA?ISSIONF' ASSTLSTINE4 If we can aver get

4 it issued.

s CHAI9.1A4 PALLADIN0s What about 8 , 9, 10 and i

. i!2

7 MR. "EP"Es item 6 to the level indicator and

a thtt one is involved in this total scheme of dhat is i

9 Qoing to happen generically I cuoco to the ECW plants

HI snt presustbly T91 is one of those. We neid in the

11 notes here in the introduction, I mean in the CPE notee

13 that the Csamissian order requiring BCW licensees to
,s

13 submit a 9LI system design within 90 daya vill apply to

14 TMI snd should accelerate the development a nd

I te installation of the 9LI systei at T?.I-1.

te C0t*ISSICWER CILINSXV: But, you know, ene of

ty the thines cosin7 out of this 6:citent was thit thay

te oucht to be sbie to tell what the level is, and here we

HB tra four years af ter the accident, the very plant that

30 created the requirement an1 we are about to let them ao

at without a level meter.

28 tP. IERBEs But t ist of thtt tist vis

as involved in deciding what kind of a level meter you '

(
34 vented to use.

3e OOMMISCIONER CILINSKY 2ut other people ;

l

|

l

|

| Aummesenementwee somensw,was,

| esemeerer nw.weenssettesee,esatememene
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1 managed to get level meters.in and desien thee and they

2. just hung back. These guys are going to be the last to

3 put in everything and other plants have been operating

4 and have managed to get the stuff in. Now what have

5 these guys been doing? We really have to ask ourrelves.

6 MR. ZERBEs In listening to the earlier

7 discussions on the meter I presume that they were

8 hanging bark ---

g COMMISSIONEE GILINSKY: But others put them in.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Not on ECW.

- 11 MR. ZEFBE: I don 't know that EC7 has any.

12 COMMISSION ER GILINSKY: Well, they are not

13 going to be the first ECW plant to do any of these
i

14 things. I can guarantea you that.

15 MR. ZER9E: Does any B C'J plant have them in

16 yet? I don't think so.

17 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I thoucht that one

18 had submitted the design though as I recalled the

tg discussion. I thought one of the ECW units had and the

20 rest of them were sort of hanging toush.

21 ME. ZEREE: Yes, but they haven't installed

22 tha t one yet.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I must say I wond e r

24 whether BCW's hanging back has something to do with

25 liability questions, I mean going back to the accident

!
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1 rnd not wantin; to concede that there var anything wrongs

2 with the hardware. We have been very indulgent I must

3 say.

4 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO Can we find out what

5 progress is being made on FCW water level meter

6 installa tion s and generally and speci#ically what the

7 plans are for TMI?

8 MR. ZERBE4 yone of these E C 'J plants that

9 don't have those devices in them have been shut down

10 because they don't have them. The thought that OPE had

11 was that technically from the immediate effectiveness

12 point of view there is no reason you can't run in the

13 short term with the instrumentation that is already

14 there. That doesn't mean that anybody believes you

15 shouldn't put instrunentation in, but we saw no reason

18 to treat them differently and force them to put it in

17 before they start up when there are other plants cut

18 there running which have the same lack of

Ig instrumentation that are the same type. That was the

20 .tho ught in it.

21 MR. KENNEKE4 It wants to be treated as an

22 ope ra ting reactor.

23 MR. ZER9Es Right. You can decide dif f eren tl y

24 of course, but it wasn't an item that we felt that it

25 was critical to the health and safety of th e public to

|
1
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1 do something hefore you started the plant up.

2 MR. MENNEKE You would be changing your view
_

3 on that policy.

4 CHAIEMAS P ALL AD!.N O: 'J e are going to address

5 that, but would you ---

8 MF. IERCE: Pe will check and find out the
.

.

7 status comparatively.

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The status of the water

g level neters for B C'4 plants and generally and

10 specifically what is the plan for TMI-1.

11 MR. 2ERBE: Okay.

12 CHAIRMAN P ALL ADI';O: Now let's see, we have

13 talked about everything down to, we skipped 7 and will

14 come back to it, at least we talked about 8 and now what

15 about 9?

18 MR. ZERBE: Items 9 and 10 were addressed and

17 the Hearing Board recommended against proposed

18 modifications. The Boa rd recommended against those

19 modifications.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why did they recommend

21 against it?

22 5R. MILHOAN: No. 9 which is the safety system

23 by-pass and override, the actual contention was a UCS

24 contention that comes ott of the fact that during the

25 accident high pressure injection was in fact turned off

i

l
l
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1 by the opers tors and was a significant caure to the

2 ultimate result.

3 The real issue in the hearina was one of which

4 is the best way to respond to that. UCS thcucht that

5 the way to respond was to mechanically see to it that

6 once it is initiated an operator cannot unini tia te it,

7 so to speak. The licensee and the Board in agreement

8 said no, that is not really th e best way to handle the
,

9 problem.

10 The problem in the accident was one where the

11 operators didn't understand wha t was happening and took

12 an inappropriate sction. They should still have the -

13 flexibility to be able to turn off that system

14 potentially for other reasons because there might be a

15 reason you would want to, and as long as they nave been

16 trained so that they understand what they should or

17 should not d o, thst flexibility should remain in the

18 system and we have agreed on balance with the Eoard's

19 position.

20 COMMISSICNSR GILINSKY: iet me ask you, are

21 you watching to make sure that anything which may come

22 up in the trial that is now goinc on that would. affect

23 this decision will be brought to our attention?

24 53. MAL 3CH: We are.followin7 it. I don't

25 what distribution we are making of the transcrirts, but

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 we are following it and I think we have somaone up there

_
2 today hearing some re-cross. I don' t know what

3 dispositica we tra makin; of the transcripts.

4 CC?.!!SSIONER GILINSEY: I maant just in terms

5 of alerting the Commission to anything that might affect

6 whatever is being decided here.
,

7 MR. .1 A LFC H : I think it is our idea that if we

8 see something interesting for whatever bearing it has on

9 immediste affectiveness or something else we would call

10 it to the Commission's attention.

11 CHAI? MAN PALLA0IN0a k'h a t about No. 7 coming

12 back. Is that something rome of which is going on

13 before restart and some of which is going on after

14 restart and some of which is going on after first
.

15 refueling?

16 MR. ZEREEa I can 't answer that. You

17 recognize that Mr. Milhoan used to be the mechanical

18 expert in 3PE before his current jcb and he has some of

19 this background.

20 CHAIPMAV PALLADINO Okay.

21 1R. MILHOAN: There were about four

22 instruments under NUEEG 0579 which were also the same in

23 NUREG 0737 which were supposed to be done prior to

24 restart. There is a staff certifica tion required on

25 those instrumentation. Then there are other instruments

ALDel8oN R8 PORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 that are covered in Reg. Guide 197 in addition to these

2 limited number of instruments which were.the subject of

3 SECY-111E where there will be a plant specific schedules

4 worked out for that additional instrurentation.

'

5 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: Well, I don't propose

8 tha t we vote on these today, but I think we oucht to get

7 the information tha t can enligh ten us a lit tle bit more

8 on sone of them.

9 MR. MILHOAN: Do we have agreement that, for

10 example, in giving you a list about decisions we should

11 put all the items that we have discussed on that list

12 and say something about them? We will that. "e have

13 already committed to p rovide you additional informatien

14 on some of them.

15 CHAIPMAN PALLADIN04 You a re saying should we

18 include these items on the list of questions?

17 MR. MILHCAN: Cn the list that we will provide

18 you about specific decisions that the Commission wants
.

1g to mare.

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Are you asking should you

21 include this ?

22 MR. MILHOAN: Yes, right.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I would include it as a

24 category.

25 'R. FILHOAN: Gkay.

|
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1 MR. ZERSE: Item'12 is involved with this

2 SECY-81-111.

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO Well, ! will have to go

4 back and look at what 11 sa ys.

5 If I understand it, you are reorganirina the

6 order.

7 MR. ZERBE: We would propose to reorder into

8 civing procedural background initially as we do now and

9 than have s section on management and cheating issues, a

10 section on emergency planning issues and a section on

11 hardware separation and miscellaneous issues.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And you will try to do

13 some fixing up of any comments you got?

14 13. ZERSE: Yes, and any others that you would
.

15 want to mak e individ ually.

16 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now, I forget, when is

17 our next meeting on this subject?

18 MR. ?ERBE: Next Mon?ay.

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Next Monday.

20 19. '.EREE That is why we wanted a

21 separation. Remember, there were two of th ese ' in one

22 week at one time.

23 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now when would you have a

24 revised draft if we gave you whatever time that we have

25 on that one?
s e
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1 MR. "ILHOANs I am soing to say Fridsy since

2 we.have a :!onday meeting. It would be a li t tle

3 difficult to do it sooner than that. I would not want

4 to ccmmit before Friday being that today is Wednesday.

5 CHAIRMAT PALLADINO: Well, oksy, why don't we

6 accept that as a target. If we are going to discuss

7 th?m Monday we res11y have to ha ve a Friday target.
9

8 3R. "ILHOAN I understand the timing pressure.

9 CHAIFMAN PALLADINO: How late Fridsy woulf you

10 have it?

11 (Laughter.)

12 IHAIRMAV PALLADIN0s That is besides the point.

13 MR. "ILHCAKa Eefore you leave could I ask if

14 there are any other specific comments that you could

15 help me with in chancing the paper at all?

16 CHAI?"AN PALLADINCs I can give you sema

17 little nits and I can give you the com.ments that I got.

,
18 dR. %ERBEs Ihere is one item I haven't

19 discussed.

20 CH AIR M A N PALLADINOs The major ones ! have

21 already identified for you, but there are some others I

22 didn't.
'

23 'R. ZERBE4 There was one item we didn't

24 discuss and that was the pros and cone of whether you

25 vant to ma<e this decision on the 10th. We had assumed

ALoaneoN nEPOfmNG COMPANY,INC.
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1 that it was firm in your minds that you did vsnt to do

2 that, but a pparently even though this docu. en t sayr

3 th?re is a legal obligation, my impression is that is

4 not absolutely rock solid that you would have to do it.

.R. YENNEFE4 I don't believe there is any'
5

6 legal obligation.

7 'R. 'ALSCH Well, there is a legal cbligation

8 if we conclude that the reasons which caused us te shut

9 down no longer are present to lift the shutdown order,

10 but as it turns out it is kind of an academic question

11 if the plant ic shut down in any event. I mean there is

12 no one that is harmed by our failing to speak to the

13 issue.

14 "HAIRMAN PALLADIVO4 There is no harm to what?

15 ER. MALSCH: Generally speaking, you knew, we

16 have the oblication to remove the shutdown order if the

17 reasons which caused us to shut the plant down are no

18 longer present, but in this cituation the plant is shut

19 down for other reasons. So while technically you have

20 the obligation to lift the orde r , it is kind of academic

21 whether we choose to do so now or later because the

22 licensee isn't injured. So there is nothing matchina

23 about the December 10th date.

24 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: If the pla nt is shut

25 down for maintenance, or whatever, is it out of the rate

ALDERSON REPORMNB COMPANY. INC.
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1 bare?

2 MR. 3ALSCH: As a general matter if it is shut

3 down for maintenance it is still used and useful and is

4 in the rate base. Now I don't know whether this one ic

5 or is not.

8 COMM ISSION ER ROBERTS: I am not sure I accept

7 Your statement that we are not causin7 any injury to th e

8 licensee.

g CHAIEMAN PALLADIV04 I agree with T0 ": . It is

10 not clear to me either.

11 MR. ROTHSCHILDs Well, the utility commission

12 here has said that they are not going to put it in the

13 rate base until it has been operating at at least 35

14 percent power for 72 hours or something like that.

15 CGM %ISS!CNER ROBERTS: Thank you.

18 %R. BOTHSCHILDs They can always ch ang e that

17 ---

18 M. R . ?.ILH C A N s And at present it is tied to

1g re s ta rt .

20

21 !R. FOTHSCHILDs --- but at the present that

22 is the way it is right now.

23 ER. ?.ALSCH: If it was out of the rate base,

24 depending upon our decision on lifting effectiveness,

28 then it would make a big difference.

*
.
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1 CHAIPMAN PALLADIN04 Let me discuss it just a

2 little bit. I see where it would make a difference to

3 the utility from several standpoints. !t removes the

4 uncertainty as to whether or not we are going te lif t it

5 or not and it night influence their ability to borrow

6 money for : lean uo at TMI-2 or for any other thina. I

7 wculd say if we have the findings that permit us to make

6 this decision we ought to go shead and make it.

9 MR. MALSCH: Ihere are a lot of reasons why

10 you would do it. All I am saying is I wasn 't sure that'

11 you had a legal obligation to do so by a certain date

12 given the present situation. But you are right, there

13 are a lot of reasons why you would want to speak to it,

14 among them removing uncertainty as to where the .

15 cot, mission stands on what conditions it wants to impose

16 as conditions of restart.

17 CHAIRMAS PALLADIACs I think it is important

18 to clarify those conditions because what might happen is

19 we go along and then all of the sudden we say well we

20 vant these conditions put forth and we may have caused

21 them unnecessary delay. I." we come along here and say,

22 look, ss s condition of restart you must do this, that

23 and the other, and they are different from what are not

24 being per:eived, I would say that would be an important

25 message to send early.

.
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1 MP. MALSCH: That is true.

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I don't know how others
_

3 feel.

4 COMMISSIONEP GILINSKY: .I don't have a strong

5 feeling one way or the other, but I would like to be

6 clear on whether de are or not going to do this because

7 I would hate tc spend a lot 'o f time on it and discover
,

8 that ---

9 CHAIEMAN PALLADINO: Well, I prepose that we

10 do it. Now let me see what reaction I get..

11 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I don 't have any

12 problem with thst.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Okay.

14 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I did have just one

15 other point, Jim, since you have raised the question of

16 are there other areas. I have some difficulty wi th the

17 treatment in the draft of the cheatin: decisions and I

18 am not yet persuaded that the Licensing Boa rd in every

19 instance was right and that Mr. Milhosn was wron;, nor

20 am I convinced yet that we ought not to consider come

21 other conditions Ln addition to the proposed

22 Pennsylvania condition. daybe the best thing for me to

23 do is to get clear in my own mind what I think may be

24 needed in that area and then just circulate around a

25 proposal that we can discuss perhaps at the xt session.

.
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1 CHAIE. MAN PALLADINO: . It may be important in

2 this order to make some statement about expecting

3 attention to high?r standard levels in their

4 professional treatment of training and operator

5 attituies, examinstions and the like. All right, but we

6 will wait for your comments.

7 Any other items we should be discussinc on

8 this thing?

9 'fR. 3ALSCH: Let ne just mention one small

10 thing. 'J e kind of thought aDout this and didn't reach

11 any good answer, and that was the extent to which we

12 should have a separa te section in this which addresses

13 some of the public comments aiven at the public session.

t4 Now some of them are difficult to deal with

15 and they deal with such things as, for example,.how come

16 ve are allowing the restart of Unit 1 prior to clean-up

17 of Unit 2, how come we are not paying at'tention to the

18 various referenda of the various local governments that

19 spoke to th e restart question and some other issues that

20 are not really an issue in the restart hearing, but

21 which were raised in the public sessions.

22 It is at least conceivable that members of the

23 public would pick up the order and expect to see

24 something about those issues in here and be disappointed

25 if they are not. Some of them are difficult to deal

.
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1 with, but they are impossible to deal with, and we

_

2 thoucht that we could use some Commission guidance on

3 what their desires were in this area.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 I hate to shoot from the

5 hip.

6 (Laughter.)
,

7 CHAIPMAN PALLADINO: Maybe it is something we

8 would rather think about.

9 MR. MALSCH: It is not an easy questicn.

10 CHAIPMAN PALLADIN04 I think you raise a valid

11 point. There is going to be quite a bit of

12 consternation on the part of some of the people and

13 maybe it would help the whole situation if those issues

14 were addressed.
.

15 ME. KENNEKE: I think there was a press

16 release.

17 MR. F300HARD: I think it has to be in the

18 order. I think if the Commission has any views, and I

19 am assumin7 this is favorable, as to why Unit 1 should

20 s ta rt up while Unit 2 is still not cleaned up, that is a

21 very important issue in Pennsylvanis, starting with the

22 Governor and workiro down.

23 MR. MILROAN: It should be in the order, Joe?

24 MR. FOUCH ARD: Yas, if you have sny views you
'

25 should stste thes officially. I sm not going to make

.

.
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1 them up for you.

2 (Lauchter.)

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINCa Well, I think our

4 separation of the plant works to tha t.

5 S. R . MALSCHs We could, or we could hsve a

6 separate section just devoted to it. There are a number

7 of ways to do it.

8 CHAIPHAv PALLADINO: I think we ought to do it

9 in a sepsrste section.

10 ER. FCUCHARD: All I am sayino is cenrider it,

11 and maybe you will say no, but don 't ignore it.

12 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What wss your second one?

13 MR. MALECHs Well, the other example I thoucht

14 of was the various referenda and how come the Commission

15 isn't listen to them. That would be the charge that

16 would be made and what our legal oblications are or what
,

17 are views a re on the def erence we pay to local

18 referenda. They are difficult issues, b ut there are
.

19 certain natural ones that will arise should we authorire
20 restart. We coulin't deride what to do about them, but

21 we could use some Commission guidance as to what they

22 think sbout these issues and whether we should treat

23 them at all.
24 00M5!SSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think it is

25 something we ought to think about. I am not sure how T

.
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1 would come in on it yet, but it does seer that the

2 public session did have four or five majer issues that

3 we heard over and over.

4 20MMISSICNER GILINSKYa Not to speak of some

5 threats.

6 (Laughter.)

7 OHAIPMAN PALLADINO: I am going home this

8 weekend.

9 (Lau7htar.)

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADI:;Os Well, you micht try to

11 identify the topics that you think we ought to consider.

12 MR. ZEEBE: But not necessarily put them in

13 this new draft?

14 CHAIPMAN PALLADING: If you have got some

15 thoughts on them why don't you just develop them as a

18 separate package.

17 MR. ?ERBE Okay.

18 OHAIPMAN PALLAD!NO: If there anything else we

19 should dis:uss?

20 MR. MAL 5CH: No.

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADIN04 All right. Well, we will

22 meet again on the 6th.

23 Thank you We will stand adjourned.

24 (Whereupon, at 11:25 s.m., the meeting

28 adjourned.)

1

.
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